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Invader Kay (my OC) is a bloodthirsty Irken Invader and always resorts to violence but how can she
cope with falling in love... with Zim!? (invader Kay is sort of my alternate personality ^^)
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1 - Invader Kay: The living nightmare

Kay was a normal Irken. She was raised and trained as any other. She dreamed of becoming an Invader
like most of her comrads. She studied hard adn trained. She was finally able to take her test to become
an Irken elite soldier along with all the other worthy irkens. The were sent on ship to Evastis, the irken
training planet. Kay felt a mix of nervousness and anxiousness. Would she pass? Was the test
dangerous? She stared dreamily at the boy sitting next to her. The brash young Zim. He was always so
rude yet she still liked him. He often insulted her for staring at him but she ignored him as if he'd said
nothing. The ship came to a stop as they landed. Kay held her seat buckle ready to click it open as soon
as they came to a halt. She fumbled with her seatbelt as the ship landed rather roughly. She jumped
from her seat determined to take her test as soon as possible. She skipped to the front of the ship with
butterflies in her stomach. She lept from the walkway and ran to the test chambers. They were supposed
to be trying a new type of test this time. With a group and teamwork they say. After what seemed like
hours, the doors opened and a computer spoke

"Irken elites, enter now"

About 50 irkens with determination on their faces entered. A desert like land awaited beyon the doors.
Kay marched in waiting for instructions. The computer spoke again

"escape from the desert land"

The Irkens moved and searched the area for ways out. Not much later Invader Div found a small trap
door near some greenery at a far corner. They entered one by one. The next area was an icy hell. A few
invaders were illiminated for slipping off the edge of the glaciers. A green light consumed them before
they disappeared. Kay planter her feet firmly on the ground and squinted her eyes. She saw it. Beneath
the ice there was a metel door . She'd need to use some heat ray to reach it though. She slowly skidded
nearer to the place where she'd seen the metel door. Her spider like weapon slid from her life source
(the thing irkens carry on their backs) They blasted a red light from them and the ice was vanquished in
the blink of an eye.

"here" she squeeked motioning to the passage she'd created. Then she found it would be as easy as
she thought. Ice demons emerged from the sides of the passage and came towards her. She balanced
on her spider like limbs and shot the few of them with the laser guns.

"Quickly" she said running down the passage. To her dislike, she bumped her head on the metel.She
rubbed her head and pryed the door open and let herself and the others in. The computer spoke as they
landed again on Evastis.

"defeat the elements"

Suddenly the ground shook. The middle of the ground craked in two. about 4 irkens fell into the crevese.
Green lights blinded Kay momentarily. Then aliens of all sorts appeared and attacked them. Green lights
blinded them again as they battled. I wonder if these are real Kay thought. She slashed a sllimy green



blob in two. Eventually the aliens were all slain. The irkens sighed in relief as the computer spoke once
again.

"your training is now complete please exi-" the computer eruptly stopped speaking. Then an echo filled
the area.

"MALFUNCTION MALFUNCTION REJECTS RELEASED"

Kay cringed and prepared herself. A sight was seen as hundreads of robots landed in front of them in
attack mode. The attacked immedietly. But this time the green lights weren't flashing. Irkens were being
killed for real. Kay gasped as many were slashed in two. Anytime the the irkens attacked the robots they
were deflected. The robots had killed everyone. Except Kay. She trembled as the bodies of her comrads
landed around her. She twitched. Then the robots seemed to power down. Kay fell to her knees. After a
few minutes a wounded Zim emerged from the fog.

"is anyone alive?" He yelled feebly

Then a high pitched cackle filled the area. Kay looked back at Zim. Her eyes were twitching vilently.

"we passed Zim you and me" Kay said standing up and facing Zim. She was truly a sight. She looked
like she hadn't slept in years and she looked pale. Then before Kay or Zim could take further action they
were transported bacl to evastis. Zim looked confused at Kay. She was roling around on the floor
laughing like someone had told a joke so funny when you thought of it you laughed. Kay crawled
towards Zim and rested her head in her hands. She moved her feet back and forth as in to be
daydreaming. She squeeled

"now what Zimmy?" she said in baby voice Staring at him.

"were both invaders" Kay smiled a teethy smile and twitched a bit more.

then A few Irkens came to their rescue picking Kay up and dragging her off. She laughed some more
before being dragged from sight.

From that day on both Kay and Zim were Ivaders. Zim had gone on to be part of Inpending doom 1. Kay
was busy attempting to regain sanity. Kay escaped the rehabilitation center and went off to capture
several planets as fast as the speed of light. The tallest were pleased. She was both tall and good at her
job. They were concerned that her thirst for blood was getting out of hand. To be continued...
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